Acting in Faith with AFSC at the FGC Gathering

Seek wholeness through spirit-led action!

Join AFSC from July 5th through July 11th, 2015 at the Friends General Conference Gathering, a yearly gathering of unprogrammed Friends, in Cullowhee, North Carolina, for a week of workshops, afternoon events, interest groups and evening presentations to explore the spiritual grounding for action, the nuts and bolts of organizing, and information about issues.

Workshops led by AFSC Staff

Week-long morning workshops at the Gathering include four led by AFSC staff:

- Cross-Border Immigrant Tales & Action Tools (Pedro Rios, Lori Khamala, and Chia-Chia Wang)
- Quakers and Criminal Justice: Past to Future (Laura Magnani & Jerry Elster)
- Telling Stories for Racial Justice (Lucy Duncan & Sharon Goens-Bradley)

A Series of Afternoon Events

Afternoon events will include:

- The Courageous Many: A panel presentation on undoing racism
- Small group justice ministry: bring Spirit and action together with this powerful organizing model
- Radical Hospitality: Working for Immigrant Justice
- Global Shared Security & changing foreign policy at home
- The Quaker Network to End Mass Incarceration: working together for change
- Organizing for justice in Israel and Palestine

Interest Groups

AFSC will offer at least one interest group on Tuesday evening to be announced at the Gathering itself.

For more information or to sign up, go to: https://www.fgcquaker.org/connect/gathering/programs-and-events/other-gathering-events/afsc